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Abstract—Security vulnerabilities plague modern systems because writing secure systems code is hard. Promising approaches can retrofit security automatically via runtime checks that implement the desired security policy; these checks guard critical operations, like memory accesses. Alas, the induced slowdown usually exceeds by a wide margin what system users are willing to tolerate in production, so these tools are hardly ever used. As a result, the insecurity of real-world systems persists.

We present an approach in which developers/operators can specify what level of overhead they find acceptable for a given workload (e.g., 5%); our proposed tool ASAP then automatically instruments the program to maximize its security while staying within the specified “overhead budget.” Two insights make this approach effective: most overhead in existing tools is due to only a few “hot” checks, whereas the checks most useful to security are typically “cold” and cheap.

We evaluate ASAP on programs from the Phoronix and SPEC benchmark suites. It can precisely select the best points in the security-performance spectrum. Moreover, we analyzed existing bugs and security vulnerabilities in RIPE, OpenSSL, and the Python interpreter, and found that the protection level offered by the ASAP approach is sufficient to protect against all of them.

I. INTRODUCTION

System builders routinely need to satisfy conflicting demands of performance, productivity, and security. A lot of systems code is written in unsafe languages, like C/C++, because they have low runtime overhead, they enable low-level access to hardware, and because they are sometimes the only way to use legacy libraries or tool chains. The drawback is that unsafe languages burden the programmer with managing memory and avoiding the many behaviors left undefined by the language specifications. This makes it especially hard to write secure software; but the security of the entire software stack depends on input parsers, language runtimes, cryptographic routines, web browsers, OS kernels, and hypervisors written in these languages. The quest for performance and low memory consumption can often compromise safety, and even extensive test suites and the use of tools like Valgrind still leave holes in the code. It is thus not surprising that buffer overflows are still the #1 vulnerability exploited by attackers [26] and that new ones have been revealed to take control of browsers and OoS in every edition of the Pwn2Own contest [28] since 2007.

Developers do have the option to employ techniques for “retrofitting” security and safety into their software. Tools like AddressSanitizer [32], StackGuard [9], SoftBound [25], WIT [3], SafeCode [10], UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer [8], Code-Pointer Integrity [20] etc. insert sanity checks into the code to verify at run-time that desired safety properties hold. These checks might verify that array indices are in bounds, that arithmetic operations do not overflow, or that data structure invariants hold. If a sanity check fails, it typically is unrecoverable, and the program is aborted. Other than that, sanity checks do not affect the program state.

Unfortunately, such approaches are hardly ever used in production because of their overhead. The introduced sanity checks slow down the program and completely erase the performance gains that come from low-level languages. Programmers today are faced with a binary choice: fast and insecure, or slow and safe.

This is a pity, because program instrumentation can often be made elastic. Instrumentation tools introduce many small, independent checks. By carefully selecting which checks to use, developers could control the overhead and trade some security to satisfy their performance constraints. Except that developers lack a principled way to reason about the impact of checks and choose the most effective ones.

We introduce ASAP, the first fully-automated approach for instrumenting programs subject to performance constraints. It allows developers to specify an overhead budget, and then automatically profiles and selects checks such as to build a program that is as secure as possible for the given budget. With ASAP, developers can precisely choose the optimal point in the security-performance trade-off.

It is often possible to obtain high security at low overhead, for two reasons: First, the checks that are most important for security are checks guarding obscure, untested, buggy code where protection is most needed. Because this code is typically cold, the checks are rarely executed and do not contribute much to the overhead. Second, most of the induced overhead comes from only few expensive checks located inside hot loops. These checks are executed over and over again, burning cycles while likely not adding much to the program’s security.

ASAP allocates the fixed overhead budget to checks in cold parts of the program to maximize security. We found that this approach works particularly well for CPU-intensive tasks such as parsing input, encoding or decoding data, or performing cryptography. In these cases, ASAP can select 87% of the available sanity checks on average, while keeping the aggregate overhead below 5%, which is an order of magnitude lower than existing solutions. Because these tasks often process untrusted data, we believe that the ASAP approach enables real security benefits in today’s production environments.
ASAP quantifies the resulting security by computing the \textit{sanity level}. This is the fraction of potentially vulnerable program instructions (e.g., memory accesses) that is protected by a sanity check. Our experiments provide evidence that the sanity level is a lower bound on the fraction of vulnerabilities or bugs that will be detected by sanity checks. This lower bound holds because bug density is higher in cold code than in hot code, as substantiated by our study of bugs in the Python interpreter and by security vulnerabilities from the CVE database (§VI).

We built a prototype of the ASAP approach based on the LLVM compiler framework [21]. It supports checks inserted by AddressSanitizer, UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer, and SoftBound. Like these tools, ASAP works at the LLVM intermediate representation level. We have tested it on a number of C/C++ programs such as the Python interpreter, OpenSSL, Apache, NGINX, and the Phoronix and SPEC benchmarks. ASAP uses a profiling workload to measure which checks are most expensive. For best performance, users should choose a profiling workload that is close enough to the production workload to identify all expensive checks; we found that using a program’s test suite often works well. The process of compiling, profiling, and check selection is fully automated.

Not all programs and instrumentation tools work well with ASAP. In some cases, a large fraction of the overhead is not due to security checks themselves, but comes from other sources like changes to the memory allocator, increased thread startup time, or maintaining metadata required by checks. We call this overhead \textit{residual overhead}. We discuss its causes in §III, and also give design principles to make future instrumentation tools more elastic.

ASAP can be used today to increase the security of software we run in production. It identifies cases where a surprising amount of security can be gained for a very low price. We will make the ASAP source code publicly available. We hope this leads to a world without security vulnerabilities like Heartbleed: with ASAP, the Heartbleed vulnerability would have been avoided with only 5% reduction in web server throughput.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

- We show that program instrumentation can be made elastic, so that users can choose how much to pay for the security they need. Our tool ASAP is a practical, automated way to navigate the security vs. performance trade-off, reducing the entry barrier for applying instrumentation-based security mechanisms to systems code.
- We study existing bugs and security vulnerabilities (in Python and CVEs for open source software) and show that about 95% lie in cold code, where protection is cheap.
- We show that, in practice, a protection level comparable to that of the strongest tools for retrofitting language security can be achieved at a fraction of the overhead.

The rest of the paper provides background information and discusses related work (§III), describes the design of ASAP (§IV) and our ASAP prototype (§V), evaluates ASAP on several benchmarks (§VI), discusses multiple extensions (§VII), and concludes (§VIII).

II. Background and Related Work

There are many aspects to the security of software systems and many ways to improve it. We focus on \textit{sanity checks}, which verify safety properties at runtime. These properties may relate to undefined behavior in low-level languages or just generally to invalid states in the application logic. The distinguishing factor of a sanity check is that once it fails, the only safe option is to abort the program, because continuing the execution would likely lead to dangerous undefined behavior. We give a formal description of sanity checks in §IV-C.

Sanity checks are used in various forms; in the following, we present prominent examples of sanity checks, several of which address shortcomings of the security of low-level code by guarding various types of critical operations.

Data Execution Prevention. A widely deployed sanity check supported by hardware is Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [22]. In a DEP-protected system, a process’s data pages are marked non-executable in the system page table. The CPU raises a hardware exception if an instruction from such a page is about to be executed. This thwarts attacks that write attacker-supplied code (so-called shellcode) to the process’s memory and redirect execution to this code. DEP has to manage the executable flag, which is essentially a form of annotation or metadata, and it requires a (hardware) check before each critical operation, i.e., before executing an instruction. For less than 1% overhead, DEP protects against basic forms of remote code execution attacks, but it can be circumvented relatively easily using more elaborate attacks based on “return-oriented programming” [35].

Assertions. Developer-provided assertions are the most common type of sanity check in code. C. A. R. Hoare reported in 2002 that over 250,000 assertions are present in Microsoft Office [13]. Assertions incur runtime overhead, so they are often disabled in production. To meet the conflicting demands of safety and performance, some projects have found manual ways to enable only “cheap” assertions. For example, the LLVM project builds with assertions by default, but has an XDEBUG preprocessor flag to enable additional, more expensive assertions.

Many safety properties are better enforced \textit{mechanically} by tools, instead of manually by the programmer. Tools have the advantage that they can guard \textit{all} critical operations with sanity checks; for instance, a tool can automatically insert a check before every arithmetic operation to verify that there is no overflow. This rules out entire categories of bugs and vulnerabilities. Other than the fact that they are inserted automatically and not visible in source code, the structure and effect of such checks is similar to assertions.

Undefined Behavior Checks. UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer [8] (UBSan) instruments a program with checks that ensure the absence of various operations that are undefined in the C/C++ language standards, and thus generally unsafe to use. UBSan catches NULL pointer dereferences, unaligned...
memory accesses, signed integer overflows, out of bound bit shifts, etc. These problems are less frequently exploited by attackers than memory errors. Yet they can lead to security vulnerabilities, e.g., when an integer overflow occurs while computing the size of an object, and thus the wrong amount of memory is allocated. Wang et al. [36] found that compilers can transform undefined behavior into security vulnerabilities by “optimizing away” security-critical code. Checks inserted by UBSan are stateless and do not require metadata. We measured their overhead to be 71% on average on the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks.

**Stack Canaries.** Another widely used application security mechanism are stack canaries [9] and the related Structured Exception Handler Override Protection (SEHOP) [33]. Stack canaries detect when function return addresses have been overwritten. Compiler-inserted code in the function prologue inserts a secret value just before the function return address on the program stack. Before returning, the function verifies that the secret value is still in place. Buffer overflows overwriting the return address will very likely modify the secret value and can thus detected before the attacker gains control.

Stack canaries manage metadata in the form of loading the secret value onto the stack, and they require an extra check before a critical operation, the function return. Stack canaries incur below 1% overhead. They offer some protection against simple buffer overflows, but they can be neutralized by modifying attacks, e.g., by directly overriding the return address [35].

**Memory Safety Checks.** Stronger forms of defense retrofit memory safety to C and C++ code by protecting all memory accesses with sanity checks. The available tools instrument a target program such that they insert code before each memory access to check whether the address is valid. The strictness of this definition of “valid” influences the provided safety guarantees and the performance overhead.

Some of the earliest examples of such tools are BCC [19], rtcc [34], SafeC [6], and the Jones and Kelly bounds checker [17]. CCured [27] is one of the first systems to reduce overhead by avoiding dynamic checks. It attempts to statically type check pointer accesses in a C program to prove that they are safe, and only inserts dynamic sanity checks where it cannot prove safety. It commonly requires adjustments in the prototype includes support for the tool.
ASAP can be used with any tool that inserts sanity checks into programs; its purpose is to elide the checks that provide the lowest safety return on induced overhead, until the estimated overhead fits within the given overhead budget. In our evaluation in §VI, we show the effectiveness of our ASAP prototype on ASan and UBSan.

The Cold Code Hypothesis. A number of tools are, like ASAP, based on the assumption that bugs are more frequent in cold code. This is confirmed by studies such as [38], which found that 30% of the analyzed catastrophic failures were caused by wrong error-handling code.

Developers can use methods such as bias-free sampling [18] or adaptive statistical profiling [7] to focus debugging efforts and program analysis on cold code. Similarly to ASAP, the Multicompiler project [14] improves a program’s security by focusing efforts on the cold parts of the program.

III. THE SANITY/PERFORMANCE TRADE-OFF

Several of the tools for retrofitting security discussed in §II trade off security against performance. Policies like WIT or CFI settle for enforcing a weaker security guarantee for the entire program to reduce overhead.

ASAP takes a different approach and treats the checks inserted by an underlying strict tool uniformly. Based on profiling information, ASAP removes the most expensive sanity checks, but leaves all others unchanged. Thus, the remaining checks still have the chance of preventing exploits that would have been possible against systems that globally enforce a weaker policy. The downside is that ASAP cannot provide a formal security guarantee. However, we argue that using ASAP can make a program safer than using a tool that achieves low overhead by globally providing a weaker level of protection. In §VI-D, we provide empirical evidence by showing that a version of OpenSSL hardened by ASAP detects the Heartbleed vulnerability at only 5% overhead. Weaker policies such as WIT or CFI could not have prevented the vulnerability.

Understanding the practical security achieved by a form of instrumentation is difficult. When we apply an instrumentation that provides a formal guarantee, such as full spatial memory safety, we can say that we have ruled out a particular class of attacks. However, the instrumented program is by no means guaranteed to be perfectly secure. Other classes of attacks may very well still be possible. We cannot clearly assign a number to the security provided by any such instrumentation. In this light, the level of security provided by ASAP should be seen as orthogonal to the classes of formal guarantees enforced by typical instrumentations. Instead of trading off performance against classes of protection, it trades off performance against individual sanity checks. Whether one or the other prevents more damage to a system depends on the number and type of vulnerabilities they prevent after being deployed. Therefore we argue that ultimately the practical security afforded by an instrumentation has to be evaluated empirically, which we do in §VI-D.

Reasoning about the trade-off between sanity and performance that ASAP provides requires that we quantify the contributions of sanity checks to security and to performance overhead. We would like a metric that informs us just how much performance improves and how much safety decreases when removing a particular check.

The impact of a single sanity check can vary significantly; for instance, a single assertion in the Firefox browser caught as many as 66 bugs [29]. Sometimes multiple assertions would prevent the same vulnerability; for example, an exploit for the recent CVE-2014-2851 vulnerability in the Linux kernel first causes a reference counter to overflow, which later leads to a use-after-free bug. Different assertions detect each of these problems, and the exploit only succeeds if both assertions are absent.

In principle, the contribution of a sanity check to safety is its potential for detecting safety violations. Hence, the only valuable sanity checks are those that guard potentially vulnerable operations that could compromise security. Without having further information on the likelihood of operations to be vulnerable, we consider all sanity checks of critical (i.e., potentially vulnerable) operations like memory accesses to be of equal value. We thus define the sanity level of a program as the fraction of its critical operations that are guarded by sanity checks. For a given tool that instruments all critical operations, the sanity level is thus the fraction of (static) checks that are still present.

Note that this metric makes no attempt to represent actual failure probabilities. Rather, the sanity level makes a statement about the static protection level of a program similarly to how statement coverage makes a statement about the quality of a test suite. ASAP considers only the estimated run-time cost when choosing which checks to eliminate, so the accuracy of the sanity metric does not affect the resulting programs. We use the sanity level only as an easily measurable indication of protection remaining in the program at a given overhead. A more reliable assessment of the effectiveness of the protection can only be made empirically using real vulnerabilities, as discussed above.

The choice of providing no security guarantees liberates ASAP from constraints that make existing solutions too slow to be widely adopted in practice. It enables users to weigh security benefits against performance.

We quantify the performance impact of a given sanity check by estimating its run-time cost in terms of CPU cycles. However, a sanity check can also impact performance in other ways: (1) checks depend on metadata that needs to be computed and propagated; (2) the metadata needed by checks occupies registers and cache lines, leading to higher register pressure and more cache misses; (3) instrumentation tools incur some fixed overhead. For example, every time a program spawns a new thread, AddressSanitizer needs to set up metadata for the thread’s stack; (4) instrumentation tools may modify memory allocators, function calling conventions, the runtime library, or the program’s memory layout. Each of these modifications can affect performance.
We estimate run-time cost via CPU cycles only for two reasons. First, the CPU cycles required to execute individual checks allow to estimate their cost relative to the total instrumentation cost, which is all that is needed for ASAP. Second, ASAP does not yet affect metrics like memory overhead, and so it has not yet been necessary to measure them.

ASAP’s goal is to allow system developers fine-grained control over the sanity/performance trade-off. Each of the tools we analyzed provides manual ways to tune performance. ASan, UBSan and SoftBound allow individual functions to be excluded from instrumentation. Users can tweak the size of red zones in ASan, disable a specific type of check in UBSan, or instrument only write operations in SoftBound. Each of these tweaks are coarse-grained in the sense that users cannot target individual checks. They are also imprecise because users cannot measure the impact of individual checks on performance. We show in §VI that ASAP’s automated, profiling-based approach only needs to eliminate a small fraction of checks to significantly reduce overhead; e.g., removing the top 5% most expensive checks reduces overhead by 76% on average for the benchmarks in our evaluation.

Our analysis of 2014’s CVE entries (§VI-F) and of several security bugs in Python provides empirical evidence that most bugs lurk in cold regions of the program; the sanity checks that prevent them from being exploited thus often cause only little run-time overhead.

IV. DESIGN

ASAP takes as input a software system and a workload, as well as one or several instrumentation tools. It then applies these tools to obtain a full set of available sanity checks. After estimating the cost of checks by profiling, ASAP then selects and applies a maximal subset such that the combined overhead is within budget. The remainder of this section presents the ASAP workflow in detail (§IV-A), discusses the choice of workload for profiling (§IV-B), introduces the concept of sanity checks (§IV-C), and explains how ASAP’s design choices affect its effectiveness (§IV-D).

A. The ASAP Workflow

A user of ASAP starts with a software system that is to be protected using one or several instrumentation tools. We designed ASAP to be part of the software’s compilation process, just like the instrumentation tools described in §II. Compilation using ASAP consists of three steps: instrumentation, profiling, and check selection. The initial steps are illustrated in Figure 2.

1) Instrumentation: The user starts by compiling the target program with full instrumentation enabled. This step depends on the specific instrumentation tool, but can be as simple as adding an additional compilation flag (for ASan, SoftBound, and UBSan). This leads to a binary (or several) that is protected, but too slow to run in production. ASAP automatically recognizes the sanity checks in the program in order to measure and process them further.

2) Profiling: The second step consists of profiling the application against a suitable workload and computing the cost of each check. To obtain profiling data, ASAP further instruments the program from step 1 with profiling counters. Similar to GCOV [11], it adds one counter per edge between basic blocks. Before each branch, ASAP inserts an increment of the corresponding counter.

Once the profiling run finishes, ASAP computes from the counter values the number of times any given instruction in a sanity check has been executed. By multiplying this value with a static estimate of the CPU cycles required to execute that instruction, it computes the accumulated cost for that instruction. The total cost in CPU cycles of a given sanity check is then the sum of the costs of the instructions inserted by that check. The sum of the costs of all sanity checks in the program gives the total number of cycles spent in checks while executing the profiling workload with the fully instrumented program.

To accurately estimate the percentage of overhead due to each check, ASAP first measures the maximum overhead \( o_{\text{max}} \) at full instrumentation. The maximum overhead results from measuring the running time of the software with full instrumentation (but no profiling counters) and subtracting its running time when executed without any instrumentation at all. Many instrumentation tools also have a fixed overhead \( o_{\text{min}} \) that is independent of the checks (e.g., for metadata management). ASAP measures this minimum overhead by running a version of the software that is instrumented but had all actual checks removed.

ASAP uses the data from these three profiling runs to determine the fraction of the total cycles spent in checks that can be preserved without exceeding the overhead budget, which we call the cost level \( c \). The overhead \( o \) is a linear function of \( c \):

\[
o = o_{\text{min}} + c \cdot (o_{\text{max}} - o_{\text{min}})
\]

Our experimental results confirm that this linear relationship holds and thus the cycle-based estimation of check cost is
precise enough to give ASAP accurate control of the incurred overhead. For a given target overhead \( o \), the target cost level \( c \) can be computed by transforming the above equation:

\[
c = \frac{o - o_{\text{min}}}{o_{\text{max}} - o_{\text{min}}}
\]

3) Check Selection: Knowing the cost of each check and the target cost level, ASAP now uses a simple greedy algorithm to compute a maximal set of checks to preserve, while staying within the overhead budget. It orders checks by cost and preserves them starting with the cheapest check, as long as the fraction of the total cost allowed by the cost level \( c \) is not exceeded. Because the distribution of check cost is highly skewed, it is possible to preserve a fraction of checks that is much larger than the fraction \( c \) of the total cost. Figure 3 shows a typical distribution of check cost in a program, where a few hot checks dominate the cost of the instrumentation.

ASAP eliminates all checks that have not been preserved by removing them from the instrumented program generated in step 1. It then re-optimizes the program using standard compiler optimizations. This ensures that all data computed solely for use by those sanity checks is also removed from the program. The result is an optimized, production-ready executable.

When production workloads have significantly changed from what was used during profiling, steps 2 and 3 can be repeated with an updated workload to re-estimate the performance trade-off and produce a newly adapted binary.

B. Workload Selection

Profiling identifies a set of hot regions in a program. For optimal results, the checks in these regions should be the ones that are most expensive in production, and the ones that contribute least to security. These two requirements are often well aligned in practice, and can be used as guidelines to select an ideal profiling workload.

ASAP is based on the assumption that a few sanity checks are much more expensive than others. For ASAP to meet tight overhead budgets, the profiling workload must expose the expensive checks. This means that it should execute all performance-critical program components. The specific way in which they are executed does not matter, because ASAP only depends on expensive checks being sufficiently visible, not on precisely measuring their runtime. Naturally, a profiling workload representative of real workloads will yield the best results in production.

Our confidence in the security provided by the remaining checks is based on the assumption that checks in cold code are more likely to catch bugs than checks in hot code. For this to hold, it is important that the program parts stressed by the profiling workload are also well tested. This is often implicit, but can be made explicit by using the program’s test suite as the profiling workload. The test suite does not need to have high coverage, as ASAP will preserve checks in uncovered parts. However, it should provide assurance that the covered parts are indeed correct, e.g., by using a large number of assertions to audit the program state.

Developers can use these ideas to actively guide ASAP. For example, by increasing test coverage for performance-critical program parts, confidence in the correctness of these parts increases and the need for safety checks decreases. ASAP will exploit this and assign checks to other areas where they are needed more, thereby improving performance.

C. Sanity Checks

To understand how ASAP works and what it assumes, we define a sanity check to be a piece of code that tests a safety condition and has two properties: (1) a passing check is free of side-effects, and (2) a failing check aborts the program. This characterization of sanity checks has important implications: First, ASAP can automatically recognize sanity checks in compiled code. Second, removing a sanity check is guaranteed to preserve the behavior of the program, unless the check would have failed. Note that metadata updates are not part of sanity checks by this definition (and can thus remain as residual overhead).

The sanity checks seen by ASAP do not necessarily correspond exactly to operations in the program source, since it runs after compiler optimizations have been already applied. ASAP benefits from its tight integration with the compiler. Depending on their type, the compiler may be able to eliminate certain sanity checks on its own when they are impossible to fail. Other transformations such as function inlining can duplicate static sanity checks in the compiled program. This refines the granularity of ASAP; if there are multiple copies of the same function, ASAP can distinguish the individual call sites and may choose to optimize only some of them.

D. Design Choices

ASAP is tool-agnostic and can work with all mechanisms that insert sanity checks into the program. We tested our prototype using AddressSanitizer, SobtBound and Undefined-BehaviorSanitizer, and verified that the checks inserted by WIT and SafeCode (see §II) also follow the same structure.

We designed ASAP to be a compiler-based solution. The advantage of source code access over a pure binary solution is that ASAP can thoroughly re-optimize programs once expensive checks have been removed. This allows additional...
dead code elimination, reduces register pressure, and can make hot functions small enough to be inlined. In principle, however, ASAP’s approach would also work with a powerful binary rewriting and reoptimization system in the spirit of SecondWrite [5].

ASAP relies on profiling. We chose this approach because it is a reliable way to obtain the cost of a check, and makes no assumptions about the nature of the program or the structure of sanity checks. However, it requires an adequate workload and increases build times. For many projects, a workload is available in form of a test suite; this special case has interesting implications for security and is discussed below.

We ensured ASAP is practical. It can be applied to any system for which the underlying instrumentation tool works, and it does not add any restrictions of its own. Safety checks may soon make use of upcoming hardware support such as the Intel MPX extension [15]. To support this scenario, ASAP only needs to recognize instructions that may abort a program, and know their run-time cost.

ASAP is easy to understand. It uses a simple greedy algorithm to remove checks that are too costly. Developers can reason about the diminishing returns of additional safety checks, based on the intuition that 80% of the safety can be obtained with just 20% of the overhead (as §VI shows, the actual numbers are even better). We did consider more complex solutions before settling for this simplicity, though. For instance, ASAP could reason about dependencies between checks to obtain higher security. It could only remove checks that are provably not needed. Some possible extensions are discussed in §VII, but we believe the simplicity of the current solution to be a key strength.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the architecture of ASAP, and its core algorithms for detecting sanity checks, estimating their cost, and removing expensive ones from programs.

ASAP is based on the LLVM compiler framework and manipulates programs in the form of LLVM bitcode, a typed assembly-like language specifically designed for program transformations. It supports source-based instrumentation tools and those that have themselves been built on LLVM, which covers the majority of modern static instrumentation tools for C/C++/Objective C.

Users use ASAP through a wrapper script, which they invoke instead of the default compiler. In addition to producing a compiled object file, this wrapper also stores a copy of the LLVM bitcode for each compilation unit. This copy is used during subsequent stages to produce variants of the object if profiling code, or variants instrumented for a particular overhead budget.

ASAP works on programs one compilation unit at a time. It keeps no global state (except check data described later) and does not require optimizations at link-time. This is important for supporting large software systems that rely on separate and parallel compilation. The only phase in the workflow that requires a global view is the check selection phase, where ASAP computes a list of all sanity checks in the software system and their cost. This phase uses an efficient greedy selection algorithm described in §IV-A and has little impact on compilation time.

ASAP automatically recognizes sanity checks. Recall from §IV-C that a sanity check verifies a safety property, aborts the program if the property does not hold, and is otherwise side-effect-free. ASAP searches for sanity checks by first looking at places where the program aborts. These are recognizable either directly, by the special LLVM unreachable instruction, or using a list of known sanity check handler functions. The sanity checks themselves are the branches that jump to these aborting program locations. Figure 4 shows an example.

The listing shown in the LLVM intermediate language, which uses static single assignment form (SSA); each line corresponds to one operation whose result is stored in a virtual register, numbered sequentially from %1 to %19. This sanity check protects a load from the address stored in register %3. It computes the metadata address (%7), loads shadow memory (%8) and performs both a fast-path check (the access is allowed if the metadata is zero) and a slow-path check (the access is also allowed if the last accessed byte is smaller than the metadata). If both checks fail, the program is aborted using a call to __asan_report_load4.

ASAP computes the set \( I_c \) of instructions belonging to the check starting with the aborting function (__asan_report_load4 in our example). It then recursively adds all operands of instructions in \( I_c \) to the set, unless they are also used elsewhere in the program. It also adds to \( I_c \) all branch instructions whose target basic block is in \( I_c \). This is repeated until \( I_c \) reaches a fixpoint. In Figure 4, a shaded background indicates which instructions belong to \( I_c \).

The instructions in \( I_c \) are used for computing check costs
as described in §IV-A. A number of different profiling mechanisms can be used to measure instruction cost. Our choice fell on GCOV-style profiling counters, where the profiler uses one counter per basic block in the program and adds a counter increment before every branch instruction. Profiling thus determines the number of times each instruction was executed; we obtain an estimate of the actual cost by applying the static cost model for instructions that is built into LLVM’s code generator. The advantage of this approach is that it is robust and yields cost estimates at instruction granularity that are unaffected by the profiling instrumentation itself.

ASAP removes checks that are too costly from the program by altering their branch condition. In our example in Figure 4, it replaces the branch condition %15, circled in red, by the constant true, so that the check can never fail. The rest of the work is done by LLVM’s dead code elimination pass. It recognizes that all shaded instructions are now unused or unreachable and removes them.

All steps ASAP performs are generic and do not depend on any particular instrumentation. In fact, the ASAP prototype works for AddressSanitizer, SoftBound, UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer, and programmer-written assertions. It contains exactly four lines of tool-specific code, namely the expressions to recognize handler functions such as __asan_report__. This makes it straightforward to add support for other software protection mechanisms. Also, we did not need to alter the instrumentation tools themselves in any way.

We mention one extra feature of ASAP that helped us significantly during development: ASAP can emit a list of checks it removes in a format recognized by popular IDEs. This makes it easy to highlight all source code locations where ASAP optimized a check. Developers can use this to gain confidence that no security-critical check is affected.

ASAP is freely available for download at http://dslab.epfl.ch/proj/asap.

VI. Evaluation

In our evaluation, we want to know both how fast and how secure instrumented programs optimized by ASAP are. Any software protection mechanism needs to quantify its overhead and security. More specifically in the case of ASAP, we ask:

1) Effectiveness: Can ASAP achieve high security for a given, low overhead budget? We show that ASAP, using existing instrumentation tools, can meet very low overhead requirements, while retaining most security offered by those tools.

2) Performance: How much can ASAP reduce the overhead of instrumentation on any given program? Does it correctly recognize and remove the expensive checks? What effect does the profiling workload have on performance? What are the sources of the residual overhead?

3) Security: Does ASAP in practice preserve the protection gained by instrumenting software? How many sanity checks can it safely remove without compromising security? We also analyze the distribution of both sanity checks and security vulnerabilities in software systems, and draw conclusions on the resulting security of instrumented programs.

A. Metrics

We quantify performance by measuring the runtime of both the instrumented program and an uninstrumented baseline and computing the overhead. Overhead is the additional runtime added by instrumentation, in percent of the baseline runtime. The cost level (see §IV-A) is determined from the minimum, maximum, and target overheads for a program, and the sanity level (see §III) is the fraction of static checks remaining in the program. To quantify the security of an instrumented program, we measure the detection rate, i.e., the fraction of all bugs and vulnerabilities that have been detected through instrumentation. The detection rate is relative to a known reference set of bugs and vulnerabilities (e.g., those detected by a fully instrumented program), because all bugs or vulnerabilities present in a particular software cannot be known in general.

B. Benchmarks and Methodology

We evaluated ASAP’s performance and security on programs from the Phoronix and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, the OpenSSL cryptographic library, and the Python 2.7 and 3.4 interpreters. For instrumenting the target programs, we used AddressSanitizer (ASan) and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer (UBSan) (described in §II), which are both widely applicable.

Unless otherwise noted, all performance numbers reported use cost levels that are safe, i.e., the optimized program is protected against all known vulnerabilities. Our default cost level is 0.01, for reasons described in the security evaluation in §VI-D.

We use a collection of real and synthetic bugs and vulnerabilities to quantify ASAP’s effect on security. We also analyze to what degree ASAP affects the detection rate for the RIPE benchmark (a program containing 850 different combinations of buffer overflow exploits), known bugs in the Python interpreter, and the entries in the CVE vulnerability database for the year 2014.

The paragraphs below give details on setup, workloads and hardware used for each of our experiments.

1) SPEC CPU2006 Benchmarks: The SPEC CPU2006 suite is a set of 19 benchmark programs written in C/C++. Each program comes with a training workload that we used for profiling, and a reference workload, approximately 10× larger, used for measuring overhead.

We compiled for each program a baseline version without instrumentation and a fully-instrumented version. The runtime difference between these two is the overhead of instrumentation. In addition, we used ASAP to create optimized executables for cost level 0.01, and for sanity levels between 80% and 100%. We increased the resolution for sanity levels close to 100%, because small changes in the sanity level have a large impact on overhead in this region.

All the experiments were run for AddressSanitizer and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer. For AddressSanitizer, we disabled
stack trace collection to mimic a production scenario where performance is more important than informative debug output. We also turned off error recovery (UBSan will by default print a warning message and attempt to recover if some checks fail), choosing to always abort the program when an error is detected. Unfortunately, not all benchmarks are compatible with both instrumentation tools; we could run 14 benchmarks for ASan and 12 for UBSan.\footnote{Under ASan, omnetpp does not compile because it uses a custom new operator, Kalancbm and dealII do not compile due to a bug in LLVM’s cost model used by ASAP. Perlbench and h264ref abort at runtime due to buffer overflows involving global variables. Under UBSan, 10 of 19 benchmarks abort because they perform undefined behaviors such as left-shifting a signed int by 31 places, multiplication overflow, or calling functions through function pointers of the wrong type. We could run 4 of them nevertheless, by selectively disabling one or two types of checks, and included them in the evaluation. We could not compile omnetpp with UBSan.}

All data points have been measured on machines with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU (4 cores, hyperthreading) and 8 GB RAM.

2) OpenSSL: We compiled OpenSSL with AddressSanitizer. This is sufficient to protect the library from the Heartbleed vulnerability. To enable AddressSanitizer, only minor modifications to OpenSSL were needed: we changed crypto/mem.c to ensure that no custom memory allocators were used. We also compiled OpenSSL with -DOPENSSL_NO_BUF_FREELISTS, and disabled AddressSanitizer for the OPENSSL_cpuid_setup function because it contains incompatible inline assembly. We used the OpenSSL test suite as the profiling workload for the initial phase of ASAP.

To determine the instrumentation overhead, we measured OpenSSL’s performance in a number of benchmarks. OpenSSL is most widely used in web servers; we benchmarked the throughput of a web server by measuring the number of pages that can be served per second. Our measurements use OpenSSL’s built-in web server with a 3KB static HTML file. We also looked at the throughput of OpenSSL’s cryptographic primitives, and the time it takes to run the test suite. OpenSSL performance measurements were done on a workstation with an Intel Xeon CPU (4 cores @ 2 GHz) and 20 GB RAM.

3) Python: We compiled the Python 3.4 interpreter with AddressSanitizer and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer instrumentation. We obtained profiling data by by running Python’s unit test suite. This same workload is used by the Ubuntu package maintainers for creating a profile-guided-optimization build of Python.

We evaluated performance using the default benchmarks from the Grand Unified Python Benchmark Suite [12]. All measurements were done on a workstation with an Intel Xeon CPU (4 cores @ 2 GHz) and 20 GB RAM.

C. Performance Results

We report the cost of security, with and without ASAP, in Figure 5. For each benchmark, we display three values:

The overhead of full instrumentation (leftmost, dark bars), the overhead with ASAP at cost level 0.01 (gray bar, center), and the residual overhead (light bars, right). This data reveals a number of results:

- Full instrumentation is expensive. On SPEC, both AddressSanitizer and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer typically cause above 50% overhead.

- ASAP often reduces overhead to acceptable levels. For eight out of 14 SPEC benchmark, ASAP reduces ASan overhead to below 5%. This result is also achieved for seven out of 12 benchmarks with UBSan. For three UBSan benchmarks, the overhead at cost level 0.01 is slightly larger than 5%.

- For the remaining benchmarks, ASAP gives no security benefits because they are not elastic: their residual overhead is larger than 5%. In this case, ASAP can only satisfy the overhead budget by producing an uninstrumented program.

- ASAP eliminates most overhead due to checks. In all cases except for soplex, the overhead at cost level 0.01 is very close to the residual overhead. Although many checks remain in the programs (87% on average for the benchmarks in Figure 5, generally more for larger programs such as Python), they do not influence performance much, because they are in cold code. These results show that ASAP correctly identifies and removes the hot checks.

- ASAP’s performance does not depend on precise profiling. This is a corollary from the last observation. A bad profiling workload would not allow ASAP to identify the expensive checks, and thus lead to a large difference between overhead at \(c = 0.01\) and residual overhead. Conversely, a perfect profiling workload can only improve ASAP’s performance up to the residual overhead.

Even small reductions in security lead to large performance gains. In Figure 6, we show the speedups obtained when reducing the sanity level step by step. The gray area corresponds to the entire security-performance space that ASAP can navigate. The lightest gray area, or 47% of the total overhead, can be eliminated by removing just 1% of the sanity checks. This shows how additional cycles invested into security give diminishing returns, and confirms that indeed only few checks are hot.

D. Security Evaluation

Developers and operators who use ASAP need to know how safe the resulting programs are. In particular, we measure how ASAP affects the detection rate of software instrumentation: what is the chance that a bug or vulnerability that was previously prevented by instrumentation is present in a ASAP-optimized program?

As discussed in §III on the sanity/performance trade-off, the detection rate depends primarily on the sanity level, i.e., the fraction of critical instructions that are protected with sanity checks. Since the sanity level is directly determined by the cost level, we can find an overall minimum cost level at which all known vulnerabilities would have been caught. The following paragraphs present our results of case studies on the OpenSSL Heartbleed vulnerability, Python bugs, and the RIPE
Fig. 5. Summary of ASAP performance results. For each benchmark, we show three values: The darkest bar represents overhead for full instrumentation. The next bar shows overhead with ASAP at cost level 0.01. The lightest bar show the residual overhead, i.e., overhead that is due to other factors than sanity checks. Only elastic benchmarks (with residual overhead of less than five percent) are shown. ASAP brings the overhead of instrumentation close to the minimum overhead, while preserving a high level of security. For the benchmarks shown here, ASAP removes 95% of the overhead due to checks, and obtains an average sanity level of 87%.
benchmark; they demonstrate that a cost level of 0.01 would have been sufficient to prevent all vulnerabilities studied.

1) OpenSSL Heartbleed: The OpenSSL Heartbleed vulnerability is due to a bug in OpenSSL that manifests when processing heartbeat messages. Such messages have a length field and a payload, the size of which is expected to match the length field. Yet, attackers can send a heartbeat message with a length field larger than the payload size. When constructing the reply, the server would copy the request payload to the response, plus whatever data followed it in memory, up to the requested length. This allows the attacker to read the server’s memory, including sensitive data like passwords.

The vulnerability can happen because the C programming language does not enforce memory safety. A pointer to the request packet can be used to read memory beyond the packet boundary, even though this memory belongs to different objects. The vulnerability is made worse because, for performance reasons, memory that is no longer used is not cleared. This means that the response returned to the attacker may contain not only data that is currently used, but also sensitive data from previous requests.

An attack that exploits the Heartbleed bug causes the OpenSSL program to read data past the bounds of the original request. Because of this, any instrumentation that detects overflowing memory reads will prevent the vulnerability. Indeed, compiling OpenSSL with AddressSanitizer produces a check that catches the overflow.

When we profiled OpenSSL using its test suite as profiling input, that critical check was never executed. This is because heartbeat messages are an optional and rarely used feature of OpenSSL, and the test suite does not cover them. This means that ASAP estimates the cost of the critical check to be zero and will never remove it, regardless of the target overhead specified.

We extended the test suite with a test case for heartbeat messages. Now the cost of the critical check is non-zero, but there are 15,000 other more expensive checks accounting for 99.99% of the total cost. We can further increase the check’s cost by using larger payloads for the heartbeat messages we test. With a payload of 4KB, still 99.2% of the cost is spent in more expensive checks. Thus ASAP will preserve this sanity check for all cost levels larger than 0.008. This cost level corresponds to a target overhead that lies just slightly above the minimum overhead \( O_{\min} \) of AddressSanitizer. It leads to only 5% reduction in throughput on a web server serving a 3KB web page via OpenSSL.

2) Python: The interpreter of the widely used Python scripting language consists of about 350 KLOC of C code, 1,900 of them assertions. When compiled with ASan instrumentation, the interpreter binary contains 76,000 checks.

We used the following methodology to evaluate the security of an ASAP-optimized Python interpreter: We started from the source code of the most recent 3.4 version of the language. Into this code, we inserted a set of bugs that have been

---

**Fig. 6:** This graph shows the space of possible performance-security trade-offs. The orange line shows overhead of existing instrumentation tools; it averages at 54% for ASan and 45% for UBSan. ASAP can reduce this overhead down to the blue minimal overhead line. The shade of the area corresponds to the sanity level (darker = fewer checks). Reducing the sanity level by a small value has a large impact on overhead; for example, reducing the sanity level to 99% reduces overhead by 47% on average. There are a few cases where programs with more sanity checks are slightly faster than programs with fewer checks (e.g., libquantum with ASan or lbm with UBSan). This is due to the sometimes unpredictable effects of checks on caches, compiler heuristics, optimizations etc.
present in earlier revisions; these form our reference set. Our criteria for choosing these bugs were (1) the bugs must be real-world problems recently reported on the Python issue tracker, (2) they must be detectable using instrumentation or assertions, and (3) they must be deterministically reproducible. We inserted the bugs by reverse-applying the relevant parts of the patch that fixed them.

The three bugs that we analyze are #10829, a buffer overflow in printf-style string formatting that ASan detects; #15229, an assertion failure due to an uninitialized object; and #20500, an assertion failure when an error occurs during shutdown.\(^2\)

We ran the Python test suite as profiling workload and used the profiling data to generate an ASAP-optimized Python interpreter. Whenever the cost level is larger than 0.005, this interpreter is protected against all bugs that we analyzed. At cost level 0.01, the overhead of Python is at 55%, due to the large minimum overhead incurred from metadata handling in AddressSanitizer. §VI-E contains a more detailed evaluation of sanity checks and bugs in Python.

3) RIPE benchmarks: The RIPE benchmark suite [37] is a set of exploits for synthetic buffer overflows. It consists of a vulnerable program that attacks itself. In total, it features 850 unique attacks that differ in five characteristics: (1) the location of the buffer, e.g., on the stack or inside a structure; (2) the code pointer being overwritten, e.g., a return address; (3) whether the target pointer is overwritten directly or indirectly; (4) the type of shellcode; and (5) the function where the overflow happens, e.g., memcpy or sprintf.

The RIPE benchmark is well-known in the security community and contains a large number of exploits. However, its synthetic nature makes it problematic for evaluating ASAP: First, the exploits are all very similar; they differ only in few aspects of their construction, so that the number of effectively different scenarios is much smaller than 850. In particular, there are only ten distinct program locations where a memory corruption happens, so that the security gained by instrumentation is based on only ten sanity checks. Second, RIPE is designed for the sole purpose of overflowing buffers. There is no relevant workload that could be used for profiling. For the lack of an alternative, we exercised all the different overflow mechanisms to obtain profiling data. Third, RIPE makes strong assumptions about the compiler and the operating systems. Many exploits depend on the order of objects in memory, or on particular pointer values. Small changes in compilation settings or even between different runs of a program can cause such assumptions to fail; this makes it difficult to compare benchmarks.

For these reasons, we do not evaluate individual exploits in detail, and solely measure the minimal cost level needed to preserve the protection against buffer overflows gained by ASan instrumentation. ASAP preserves all critical sanity checks inserted by ASan for cost levels larger than 0.0004. Furthermore, nine out of ten buffer overflows happen inside library functions such as memcpy, which ASan redirects to its safe runtime library. Checks in ASan’s runtime library are part of the residual overhead that ASAP does not yet address. ASAP currently preserves these checks at all cost levels.

4) Security Evaluation Summary: In our case studies on OpenSSL, CPython, and RIPE, we determined the minimum cost level to protect against all known vulnerabilities to be 0.008, 0.005, and 0.0004, respectively. We rounded this up to 0.01 and use this as default cost level for our performance experiments. A cost level of 0.01 corresponds to a sanity level of 94% in OpenSSL and 92% in CPython.

Note that a cost level of 0.01, even though it worked well in our experiments, does not imply that the resulting binaries are protected against all unknown vulnerabilities. Neither does such a cost level generalize to other software. Users of ASAP should analyze the result, e.g., by examining the elided checks as described in §V.

E. Discussion of Sanity Checks

To understand the security effect of ASAP, it is helpful to analyze the properties of sanity checks that are removed and preserved, respectively.

We first consider the 100 most expensive sanity checks in the Python interpreter. These checks together account for 29% of the total cost. They are in hot core locations of the interpreter: 49 of them belong to core Python data structures such as maps or tuples; 23 are in the main interpreter loop; 22 are in reference counting and garbage collection code; and six in other parts of the interpreter. Any meaningful Python program exercises the code where these checks reside. A bug in these parts of the interpreter would likely affect many Python scripts and thus be immediately detected. Hence we are confident that removing these checks in production is safe. The Python developers seem to partially agree with this: 6 out of these 100 checks are assertions in code regions that are only compiled when Py_DEBUG is defined, i.e., only during development.

In contrast, the checks that guard real-world bugs are executed rarely. The bugs in our case study are executed only (i) when a format string contains the "%%" character sequence, (ii) when a Python script circumvents the usual constructors and directly executes __new__, or (iii) when an error is raised during interpreter shutdown. We did not select the bugs to be particularly rare—it just happens to be that most real-world bugs are tricky corner cases.

Figure 7 sheds further light on this issue. For this graph, we looked at the checks in Python 2.7, and differentiate between checks that are located in buggy code, and “normal” checks. We take as buggy code those parts of the source code that have received bug fixes between the time Python 2.7 was released, until the current version 2.7.8.

We find that checks in buggy code are executed less frequently than regular checks. This makes them less likely to be affected by ASAP. For example, at cost level 0.01, ASAP removes 8% of all checks, but only 5% of the checks in buggy code. If we assume that our notion of buggy code

\(^2\)Reports available on the Python bug tracker at http://bugs.python.org/
is representative, we can conclude that the sanity level as computed by ASAP (92% in this case, for a cost level of 0.01) is a lower bound on the fraction of bugs that are protected by checks (95% in this case). This follows from the fact that the dark line is always below the bright line in Figure 7.

This experiment also shows that there are a few bugs in hot code, so using ASAP does reduce security. The computed sanity level gives developers an estimate of this reduction and allows them to make informed choices regarding the best trade-off between security and performance.

F. CVE Vulnerability Survey

We complete our security evaluation by studying known security vulnerabilities from the CVE database [23]. We focus on memory-related vulnerabilities because sanity checks are particularly promising for protecting against this category.

The CVE data set contains 879 memory-related vulnerabilities for the year 2014. For 180 of these, it was possible to obtain the source code and patch that fixed the vulnerability. From the source code and patch, we determined the location of the memory error itself. The error is not always located in the patched program part. For example, a common pattern is that developers add a missing check to reject invalid input. In this case, we searched for the location where the program accesses the illegal input and corrupts its memory. For 145 vulnerabilities, we could tell with sufficient certainty where the memory error happens.

We then manually analyzed the bugs to determine whether they lie in hot or cold parts of the program. We used four criteria to classify a code region as cold: (1) the code does not lie inside loops or recursively called functions, (2) the code is only run during initialization or shutdown, (3) comments indicate that the code is rarely used, and (4) the code is adjacent to much hotter regions which would dominate the overall runtime. In absence of these criteria, we classified a code region as hot.

Overall, we found 24 vulnerabilities that potentially lie in hot code regions. The other 121 (83%) lie in cold code where ASAP would not affect checks protecting against them. Because our criteria for cold code are strict, we think this is a conservative estimate. It provides further evidence that a large fraction of vulnerabilities could be prevented by applying instrumentation and sanity checks only to cold code areas.

The results of our CVE study are publicly available and can be accessed at http://dslab.epfl.ch/proj/asap.

VII. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

1) Elastic Instrumentation Tools: We believe there is a promising, yet unexplored area of building elastic instrumentation tools. This requires a change of mind: with techniques like ASAP, it is no longer the overall instrumentation overhead that matters, but the minimum, residual overhead when all checks are removed.

Builders of an elastic instrumentation tool take different design decisions. Consider, for example, the cost of a check in AddressSanitizer vs. SoftBound. SoftBound checks are more expensive because the metadata lookup is more complex. In contrast, a dynamic memory allocation is cheap for SoftBound because only a single lookup table entry needs to be updated, whereas AddressSanitizer needs to set up large shadow memory areas around the allocated memory object. Similar trade-offs exist for other operations such as function calls, memory de-allocation, or pointer arithmetic.

2) Other Sources of Overhead: With ASAP, we tackle the runtime overhead due to sanity checks. However, runtime overhead is not the only reason that prevents instrumentation from being used in practice. For example, systems where memory is the main bottleneck cannot afford to spend 15% of it for shadow memory. In other cases, performance might degrade due to registers being used for sanity checks, or cache lines being filled with metadata. The challenge in reducing this overhead is that the relationship between checks and metadata is complex. In most cases, it is not possible to predict statically where metadata will be used. Still we believe that it should be possible to gradually eliminate some of these other hurdles similarly to how ASAP deals with overhead from sanity checks.

3) Probabilistic and Dynamic Instrumentation: We are also considering a probabilistic version of ASAP. By default, ASAP uses a static cost threshold, above which a check is removed. It could alternatively remove checks probabilistically, with the probability proportional to a check’s cost. An attacker who wanted to exploit a particular vulnerability then could not guarantee that it is exposed in the present instance of the program. Thus, the attacker risks that the attack is detected and that a zero-day vulnerability becomes known.

A probabilistic mechanism also enables collaboration between multiple users, or multiple machines in a cloud service. They could run software with different sets of sanity checks, in a way that further reduces overhead but causes vulnerabilities to be detected with high probability by at least one participant.
In a different scenario, users could use ASAP to build binaries at a range of cost levels. We could envision a system that dynamically switches between these binaries according to, for example, system load or the nature of requests. This leads to a system that automatically becomes more secure when resources are available.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented ASAP, a new approach to give developers control of how much runtime overhead they are willing to invest into adding security to their software systems. Our ASAP prototype automatically and selectively adds sanity checks to the software, making it as safe as possible for the chosen overhead.

The most expensive sanity checks lie in code that is frequently executed. However, exploits frequently target poorly tested and rarely executed code, where sanity checks are comparatively cheap. ASAP leverages this inverse relationship to prevent vulnerabilities from being exploited, while incurring only a low overhead that is suitable for production environments.
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